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Good Morning ACPRAC Members,

Happy Tuesday! Hopefully these clouds and the fog will break soon, and the sun will return!

As promised, in lieu of a meeting last week we planned to send an update email regarding the status of projects in the ACPRAC sphere. May has been a very exciting month of all things Lumen and there has been great progress made on the various projects.

Jocelyn has scheduled meetings with all of the schools/colleges to discuss the Lumen programs implementation. Starting next week, we are taking the show on the road and look forward to the great conversations we will have with our School/College colleagues.

Thanks to Michelle and Will for putting together these updates.

We hope you have a great month and start of summer! We look forward to seeing all of you in a few weeks at our June meeting.

Please let Jocelyn and I know if you have any questions and/or concerns.

Thanks,

Guide - the Lumen Admin team is wrapping-up its work for the next edition Guide, to be published on May 31st. They are finalizing the last-minute governance approved changes, URL redirects, broken-links, and any remaining "red-boxed" courses. The next edition of the Guide will be over 1500 pages. This past month, the Guide Coordinators discussed migration of Guide content to the Lumen-Programs form. Finally, a reminder: any governance approved changes emailed to guideeditor@lists.wisc.edu prior to June 30th will be included in the migration from Guide to Lumen-Programs.

Lumen Class Section Builder - This past week, we believe we successfully resolved the remaining known issues with the CSB to SIS bridge (those being instructors and Range 3/Auto Enroll 2 issues). This fix to the bridge will move to Production early June. We will test the bridge internally and then update schedulers. In the interim, we have released CSB in production to a few members to CSB CIT to provide further feedback on the software. Discussions have commenced with the vendor to begin development on combined sections information in CSB.

Lumen Courses - The first semester of using the Lumen Course Proposal System has come to an end. In the first 5 months, 84 proposals were completed in Lumen Courses. The curriculum coordinators for each school and college will be meeting on Monday, May 21 to share feedback about the system and to determine whether there are improvements that can be made. The group
will also discuss reporting needs.

We are on schedule to shut down the Online Course Proposal System on July 1.

**Lumen Programs** - This week the first round of testing of the new Lumen Program Proposal form was completed. A wide variety of campus partners tested the first draft of the form and provided a lot of useful feedback that will now be incorporated into the next version of the form. A second round of testing will take place in June. The form will be finalized in July and the migration of data from the Guide and SIS into Lumen Programs will occur in August. In late May and early June representatives from APIR and the RO will be meeting with each school and college to go over any specific questions or concerns about migrating Guide data or operating in the new system.

**Timeline for the Lumen Programs Implementation**
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